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Future Fund: Project Bouncy Castle
$181 raised of $500 goal
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Stephanie Dias
$21
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Maria Van leeuwen
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Justin Okamoto
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Justin Okamoto is organizing this fund raiser.

Created 16 hours ago
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\) Missions, Faith & Church

A wise person once said:
I believe the children are our future
Teach them well and let them lead the way

How true that is! As a community I want to do more to really create a
space for our kids to feel safe, make friends, have fun, and develop
their character and life of faith. What does a bouncy castle have to do
with that? Well, everything!
I remember all the struggles that I went through growing up and I
always find myself thinking, all of this could have been avoided if
Belvedere just had a bouncy castle growing up. Okay, I'm joking, but I
do honestly believe one of the most beautiful noises in the universe
are children's laughter and one of the most beautiful things to see is
children playing and getting along together. Let's make that possible
together!
I'm fundraising so that we can buy a nice bouncy castl e for the
Belvedere Family Community Sunday School. We are currently
preparing for our first one-day kids workshop where we are inviting
kids from all over the Tri-State area (NY, NJ, CT) to join together. We
already have about 30 kids registered to come.
If you have the heart to support please do!
This is the link to the castle we want to buy.
httRs://www.amazon.com/Bounceland-lnflatable-Bounce-HouseBouncer/dp/B003WY6YQO/ref=sr 1 5?
crid = 3N BV3AY38 E73 L&dch ild = 1&kev.w ords= bounce+house&g id= 16
35209203&gsid = 141-36692047289422&sRreflx=bounce+house%2CaRs%2C167&sr =8C.f:.,croc= R()()".l\A/V /.. V()() OI,. ?rR()()".lt,J<:;RMl 1101,. ?rR()()?Rx'l-HA/f..<:;01,. ?rR()
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SOJ%2CB07MTCMQCN%2CB071W2H64Z
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Organizer

Justin Okamoto

[ Contact ]

Organizer
Valley Cottage, NY

Comments (1)
Stephanie Dias donated $21
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I wish I was a kid again!
15 hrs

Please donate and share words of encouragement.
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